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Abstract: This paper reviews the Indigenous perception and use of australites as recorded in the Australian ethnographic literature. Aboriginal people perceived australites as having power derived from their Creation ancestors. There are accounts of australites being ritual objects used for healing, rain-making, hunting, sorcery and conveying messages. There are also descriptions of Aboriginal people using australites as raw material for tool-making, as their glass-like properties enabled specialised microlith tools to be made from them.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the nineteenth century Australian tektites, known as australites, were chiefly seen by scholars as obsidians of volcanic origin. For scientists, a problem was that many of the areas where they were found on the surface did not have a volcanic history. This lack of connection between australites and the geological areas of their distribution led to the conclusion that they must have been widely distributed by humans, and to some extent by the large birds that they hunted (Clarke, 2018b; McColl, 2017). Scholars studying the distribution of australites implicated the actions of Indigenous people living in Australia prior to the arrival of British colonists in the late-eighteenth century. Supporting this suggestion was the fact that australites were often found in places, such as old campsites and waterholes, that Europeans perceived to be associated with Aboriginal people.

Australite-researcher George Baker (1957: 1) summarised the anthropological significance of australites in Australia, which

... are sometimes encountered, among other types of stones, on the sites of ancient aboriginal camps, and are distinctive in being remarkable, black glassy objects, mostly possessing relatively regular shapes. Many of them were treasured by certain aboriginal tribes ... as medicine-stones, death-pointers, punishment-stones, hunting-stones, sacred-stones, magic-stones, amulets or charm-stones, throwing-stones, rainmaking-stones, message-stones, and a few were used as small implements. It has also been suggested they were earlier used as barter-stones.

In the twentieth century, scientists believed that australites were meteoric glass produced by a lunar strike, but more recently they have been recognised as material produced by a meteorite strike somewhere in Southeast Asia about 793,000 years ago (Lei and Wei, 2000; McColl, 2017). Australites were therefore present in the Australian landscape long before the arrival of the ancestors of modern-day Aboriginal people.

This paper is the second instalment of a two-part study that aims to explore the relationships that Australia’s Indigenous people had with australites. The first-part considered the Indigenous involvement in the discovery and finding of australites (Clarke, 2018b). The focus of this paper is to explore Indigenous cultural perspectives on the origin of this category of tektite and document their use in material culture as ritual items and artefacts.

1.1 Ethnographic Sources

Those Europeans who compiled records pertaining to the Aboriginal perception and use of australites included explorers, settlers, colonists, scientists, geologists, mineralogists and anthropologists. While there is some useful cultural data available on australites for analysis, there are major biases with it. For many areas we must chiefly rely upon anecdotal accounts from settlers and colonial officials of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries who were able to compile information from Aboriginal people as survivors of the first wave of European settlement. The spatial coverage of Indigenous records across Australia is such that there are good records available for parts of the tropical and arid zones, but major gaps for most of the temperate zone, and particularly for Tasmania. For localities mentioned in the text see Figure 1.

For accounts of Indigenous beliefs and customs for many areas of Australia we must chiefly rely upon anecdotal accounts from those Europeans who were in contact with Aboriginal people who could remember a time before British settlement. The settlers and colonial officials who had ethnological interests in australites included James Dawson (1806–1900) in southwest Victoria, William D. Campbell (1849–1938) in the Goldfields of Western Australia, Ethel Hassell (1857–1933) in southwest Western Australia, George (Poddy) Aiston (1879–1943) in eastern Central Australia, and Anthony G. Bolam (1894–1966) on the Nullarbor Plain. Early geologists and mineralogists who documented Indigenous beliefs concerning australites were Ralph Tate...
Anthropologists who compiled records pertaining to the Aboriginal perception and use of australites were Lorimer Fison (1832–1907) and Alfred W. Howitt (1830–1908; Figure 3) across southeastern Australia, John Mathew (1849–1929) and Lindsey P. Winterbotham (1887–1960) in south-east Queensland, Frank J. Gillen (1855–1912) and W. Baldwin Spencer (1869–1927) in eastern Central Australia, and Daisy M. Bates (1859–1951; Figure 4) along the Nullarbor Plain.
The field interests of Adolphus P. Elkin (1891–1979) were widespread across the continent. In the case of Herbert Basedow, who is mentioned above with the geologists, he was often considered to be an anthropologist and had also trained in medicine.

Museum-based scholars have been prominent in both the collection and research of Indigenous relationships to australites. At the Australian Museum in Sydney was archaeologist Frederick D. McCarthy (1905–1997), who documented Aboriginal material culture across the country and provided published overviews of artefacts and art (Kahn, 1993). Geologist George Baker (1908–1975; Figure 5) was a well-published australite researcher who worked on collections held in the National Museum of Victoria (Gill and Segnit, 1976). The work of Baker (1957) is particularly significant for this present paper as he wrote a detailed account of the Indigenous uses of australites and provided a list of Aboriginal names for them, referenced to the ‘tribes’ as documented by Norman B. Tindale (1940) at the South Australian Museum. Another prolific scholar was geochemist William (Bill) H. Cleverly (1917–1997), and he was an honorary researcher at the Western Australian Museum (Bevan, 1999).

At the South Australian Museum, the ethnologist Norman B. Tindale (1900–1993; Figure 6) recorded Aboriginal traditions across Australia during a career that spanned much of the twentieth century (Jones, 1995). He was a member of several fieldtrips that were organised with a brief that included searching for australites. For instance, australites were collected by him in 1935 when he accompanied cinematographer E.O. Stocker on an expedition to the Warburton Ranges of central Western Australia (Tindale, 1935a), and then in 1964 when he was with geologist David W.P. Corbett and natural historian Hans Mincham from the Museum on a trip to Myrtle Springs in the Flinders Ranges of northern South Australia (Anon., 1964; Corbett, 1967; Tindale, 1961–1965, 1964–1965). When traveling, Tindale also inspected private australite collections (Tindale, 1964–1965; 1966).2 By chance he came across australites in the field, at places such as Lake Victoria in western New South Wales (Tindale, 1964–1965) and at Moorook Lake near Loxton in South Australia (Tindale, 1964–1969). Also at the South Australian Museum was Charles Fenner (1884–1955; Figure 7), who prior to 1946 when he became an honorary researcher at the Museum to study australites, was a former Director of Education in South Australia (Fenner, 1954; 2006).

Archaeologists from museums have conducted research into the use of australites for artefact-making. A contemporary of Tindale who was connected with the South Australian Museum was geologist James (Jim) E. Johnson (1917–1983), who had a research interest in aus-
ustralites, as well as in archaeology. Other archaeologists/anthropologists who worked on Aboriginal use of australites were Robert (Bob) Edwards (b. 1930; Figure 8) and Kim Akerman (Figure 9), who is still an active researcher.

2 ANCESTRAL OBJECTS

The perceived power of australites was derived from their connection to ancestors who went up to the Sky world after the Creation. It was a widely held Aboriginal belief that it was in the Sky world that the ancestors, often seen as celestial bodies, created the weather for the Earth and still had an influence over living people (Clarke, 2009; 2014; 2015; Tindale, 1983). There was broad agreement between Aboriginal people and Europeans concerning the origin of australites:

The aborigines tell us these stones fell from the sky, and are (what our American friends would call) “good medicine,” in which they agree with the majority of modern geologists. (INO., 1924: 5).

On the Nullarbor Plain, the railway station master A.G. Bolam (1930: 63) described the ‘sky-stones’ that were found on the Nullarbor Plain and in the sand dunes at Ooldea:

The blacks call them “Nulu,” and barter them with neighbouring tribes as magic stones. They believe that the australite reached the earth from some extra-terrestrial region, and possess some magic power.

2.1 Creation Narratives

There is a recorded account of a Creation myth that involves the origin of the australites. During a South Australian Museum fieldtrip to the North West of South Australia in 1963, Tindale was at Mount Davies in the Tomkinson Ranges and noted in his journal:

According to [Aboriginal patrol officer] MacDougall’s story the Njinggar or Ice men made a black hail of australities fall from the sky to kill ring necked parrot [patipa, Bamardius zonarius] men as punishment for killing all the waro or wallabies [waru, black-footed rock wallaby, Petrogale lateralis]. (Tindale, 1963: 177, 179).

There may have been some syncretism of beliefs occurring in the australite mythology as recorded by Tindale, because in his same journal he noted that his Aboriginal informant, Tommy Dodd, stated: “White people say they [australites] fell from the sky.” (Tindale, 1963: 178). Prior to the writing of Tindale’s record above, Mountford had written about Ninya (= Njinggar) the “Ice Men”, who were said by Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara people of Central Australia to be spirit beings who lived under two salt lakes north of Mount Conner in the southern Northern Territory in

... huge underground caverns, whose ice-covered walls are continuously swept by howling, wintry blasts; a frightful place ... (Mountford, 1948 [1981: 77]).

There was no mention of australites in Mountford’s account, but he did go on to record that “… the Ninya can only be seen by medicine men …” and could influence the weather, as the “… piercing winds that accompany them are responsible for the cold of winter …” (ibid.).

During a fieldtrip to Woomera in western South Australia in 1965, Tindale again interviewed Walter (Wally) MacDougall about australites and recorded a truncated version of the australite myth involving ringneck parrots and rock wallabies, that omitted Njinggar the Ice Men. He said:

MacDougall found that the Mt. Davies aborigines called these australites korli and not japu. In their myth the waro or rock wallaby quarrelled with the ring-necked parrots who were killing many waro without cause. A waro being caused black hail to fall and this killed all the ring-neck parrots while the waro hid safely in their rock shelters. (Tindale, 1964–1965: 683).

There is another myth narrative from the 1960s that Bob Verburgt—who was then working as Superintendent at Amata for the Department of Aboriginal Affairs—recorded when out on a trip with Aboriginal men near Mount Davies. It was on this same trip that the green gemstone known as chrysoprase was discovered, and the mythological account of its creation is similar to that of the ringneck parrot given above, but without any mention of the Ice Men, rock wallabies
or australites. Verburgt (1999: 53) said:

The old men who were with me told an interesting story as to how the green stone came to be. In the Dreamtime they said the green parrots [i.e. ringnecks] used to come to the area to drink from the rock-holes in the early morning and later afternoon. They would come in their thousands, swooping and squawking before settling down to drink. One day a fearful storm came up with strong winds, thunder and lightning. This frightened the parrots and they took to the air in panic. They were circling around the hills as a burst of hail thudded into the ground. The hail was so large that it knocked most of the green parrots onto the ground, transforming them into stone.

The association of australites and emus (Figure 10) is culturally important to Aboriginal people in the north east of South Australia. Here, the Diyari (Dieri) people of Cooper Creek had traditions concerning australites being associated with the Emu Ancestor, and as such were described as warukati-undru, that meant “pertaining to emus” (N.B. Tindale, pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 3, 21]). The act of the emu losing their eyes was said to have occurred during the Creation period. Frederick McCarthy (1965: 17) from the Australian Museum in Sydney said:

After lighting a ring of fires around a water-hole, the hunters threw “emu’s eyes” (australites or tektites of meteoric origin) at the birds to confuse them and cause them to run into the water, where they were easily killed. The australites were believed to be the eyes of ancestral emus which lost them while searching for food, but imbued them with a magical control over the living birds.

Emus are major Creation ancestors across much of Australia (Clarke, 2016; Maddock, 1975; McCarthy, 1965; Spencer and Gillen, 1927). In Aboriginal tradition it is the presence of the ancestor’s power that is imparted into objects, such as the flanged button-shaped australites known as ‘emu-eyes’, which can be accessed by knowledgeable people who are healers and sorcerers (Baker, 1957).

2.2 Charms and Sorcery Objects

Aboriginal people possessed a variety of objects as ritual tools, relying on the ancestral powers they could access through the use of them (Hassell, 1936; Howitt, 1904; McCarthy, 1976; McCourt, 1975; Mountford, 1960; Petri, 2014; Roth, 1903). It is not possible to separate ritual objects just used for healing from those used for purposes such as to entice and enthral wild birds or animals, to create weather or for making sorcery. The same object could be used by its owner for all such things. Shiny and transparent materials, particularly transparent quartz, were seen as powerful, and after Europeans arrived pieces of bottle glass were similarly used (Howitt, 1904). Objects that showed a prism were associated with the rainbow, which was the manifestation of Rainbow Serpents that were believed to live in certain waterholes on Earth and in the Skyworld (Radcliffe-Brown, 1926). Because of their unusual shape and shiny glassy interior australites often were also used ritually.

Stones that are unusual in colour and shape are often found scattered on the surface of former Aboriginal camps. In 1934 Howchin remarked:

Among the relics picked up on the sites of old camps are such objects as might be called “pretty” stones – not adapted for chipping into shape as tools, but had evidently been carr...
evant cultural traditions. These regions are not ethnographically autonomous, as groups from the Western Desert culture are widely spread across the arid zone. There are many areas in Australia for which there are no records concerning the relationships that local Indigenous people may have had with australites, even though these objects were present in the landscape. In particular, it is claimed that there are no known ethnographic records of australite use in Tasmania (Scott and Scott, 1934).

2.2.1 Southwest of Western Australia

Analysis of the ethnographic record for this region indicates that australites were used for healing and sorcery. Tate (Anonymous, pers. comm. [Tate, 1879: lxxi]) reported that his correspondent from Salt Creek, King George Sound at Albany in southern Western Australia, had written:

The black stones are very rare, and much prized by the natives, who believe the possessor bears almost a charmed life, and is able also to cure sick people of any complaint they may be afflicted with, as also to bewitch their enemies, or any one with whom they have a grievance, tormenting them with all kinds of diseases and finally destroying life itself.

Rainmaking was another perceived function of certain australites. In 1894 Howchin (cited in Anon., 1894: 7) claimed that “... these bombs [australites] are frequently carried by the natives as charms and for the purpose of causing rain ....” The Wheelerman people of the Bremer Bay district of southwest Western Australia used a variety of stone as ritual objects classed as boor-liah, and it was observed by colonist/anthropologist Ethel Hassell (1936: 705) that “Any stone which differed from those about was immediately accepted as a magic stone.” In the case of australites, their different appearance to the majority of other local stones would have potentially added to their appeal. Here, Hassell (1936: 706) recorded the use of ‘rain stones’, which were hard and like green glass, and:

These stones were not common, only about a half dozen having been seen in this tribe, and were greatly prized as rain stones. When the transcontinental railway line was built [between Adelaide and Perth], some of these curious stones were found on the Nullarbor Plain. No one seems to know what they are but it has been suggested that they are a kind of cosmic glass which may have fallen as meteorites. Since these plains are limestone in formation and non-volcanic, these stones have been a puzzle much discussed by scientists.

There is a ‘charm’ in a museum ethnographic collection that is a naturally broken piece of a large hollow australite found near Scadden north of Esperance in southwest Western Au-

stralia.7 This particular object was documented as a “… magical stone – an eye … [that was] found by a Wudjari Tr. Aboriginal c.10 yrs ago [c.1919].” In a Western Australian newspaper (Anon., 1900: 5) it was reported concerning australites that “Australian aboriginals call them wappair stones, and attribute remedial properties to them, binding them on any affected part.”

2.2.2 Central Western Australia

A former missionary at Kalgoorlie in the Northern Goldfields reported that

... the aborigines believed that the black stones (australites) fall from the sky, and that only an occasional one enters a man, who then becomes ill or “possessed” ... (A.G. Mathews, pers. comm. [W.H. Cleverly, pers. comm., Baker, 1957: 3]).

At Coolgardie to the southwest, it was claimed concerning australites that

... these buttons are collected by the aborigines and used as charms by pressing them on the part of the body which is suffering pain. (Twelvetrees and Pettder, 1897: 42).

Australites were also recorded being used as charms to heal the sick at Kanowna in the same region (F.D. McCarthy, pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 4]).

Among the Western Desert people at Warburton Ranges in central Western Australia, as well as at Ooldea in western South Australia, the ‘witch doctors’ used the ‘faith-healing procedure’ to extract australites by sucking them from the bodies of people suffering from sickness and pain, such as brought on by ‘devil possession’ (A.G. Mathews, pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 5]). In relation to ‘message-stones’, it was recorded that:

Two australites from Mt. Margaret, Western Australia, now lodged in the Australian Museum, Sydney (Reg. Nos. 23531-2), were regarded by the natives of that district as being of great value in the transmission of messages. They were carried about in the beards of medicine men; this gave them a power, supposedly exuded through the navel, to receive and transmit messages long distances ... (F.D. McCarthy, pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 7]).

There are australites among a collection of ‘magic stones’ (mabbin, ‘emu-stones’) that are held in the Western Australian Museum (Baker, 1957: 5, 19). These possibly included the ‘map-pain stones’ (obsidian bombs) collected by William D. Campbell from the Kalgoorlie area (Rhodes, 2018: 66). E.S. Simpson, who was a mineralogist at the Geological Survey in Western Australia, published a paper in 1902 based on his examination of the Campbell Collection (Simpson, 1902), which was formerly access-
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Spinifex People in the Great Victoria Desert in Western Australia he noted that the ‘medicine men’ were called marpan, which would appear to be related to word to maban mentioned above. He observed that Spinifex People are superstitious and rely on a range of magic items and charms. These are generally acquired from the bush and may take the form of attractively shaped or coloured rocks and crystals, such as tektites, as well as modern items, such as polished haematite, carved wood and coloured plastics. People with reputed magical and healing skills will also carry a secret cache of ‘magic stones’ consisting of a range of materials, but these are never seen. (Cane, 2002: 214).

The wide use of essentially the same word, maban, across language boundaries is probably due the fact that these ‘magic stones’ were extensively traded. Trade networks between the Kimberley and the Goldfields regions, and into the Western Desert, involved an exchange of a wide range of artefacts, and included ceremonial and ritual items (Akerman, 1995). In a study of contemporary healers in the south Kimberley, archaeologist/anthropologist Kim Akerman (1979: 24) noted that The doctors to whom I spoke obtained their powers either through dreams, or by obtaining maban (tektites, shell, etc.) from acknowledged living doctors.

2.2.3 Western Desert

In the early-twentieth century Daisy Bates collected from Aboriginal people on the Nullarbor Plain an ‘obsidianite’ that was carried in a ‘nest’ of emu feathers and used for healing. Across Western Australia and in western South Australia, Bates found numerous specimens of ‘sky-stones’ in the possession of sorcerers, which they reportedly referred to as ‘eyes’. She explained that One stone in particular was almost the exact shape of an eyeball, and rather resembled onyx, in that it had an “eye rim” of white, forming a perfect ring round a small whitish spot in the centre of the “eyeball.” The owner called the object kooroo (eye), and cured or killed with its aid, the kooroo either extracting the magic from a sick member of the group, or projecting fatal eye-magic into an enemy group. (There are two widely distributed names for “eye” in aboriginal dialects, “mel” (eye) being mainly a coastal word, while “kooroo” (eye) ranged over a great central area from the heads of the Ashburton, Gascoyne, and Murchison Rivers in West Australia to the Mann, Petermann, Musgrave, and Everard Ranges of Central Australia, and probably further east. The specimen in possession of the Laverton (West Australia) native sorcerer may have been originally found on or within the north-

ioned into the Western Australian Museum collection in 1958 (Rhodes, 2018). Other items from Campbell may have been procured by the British Museum of Natural History in London, as they reputedly had a box of “… obsidian bombs, called by the natives ‘mappain’ and work applied to the stomach as medicine.” (Fenner, 1939: 16), although their provenance was not recorded. In 1901, when Campbell had put his collection of 600 australities on display in Kalgoorlie township, a local newspaper reported that

The Australian aboriginals call them mappain stones, and attribute remedial properties to them, binding them on any affected part. (Campbell, 1901: 23).

The names of mabbin and mappain given for Campbell’s australities appear to be orthographic variations of the term ‘moppins’, which was used by members of a pastoralist family in the Northern Goldfields during the late-twentieth century, and it was thought to be derived from

... an Aboriginal word, probably a variant of corruption of “mappin”, meaning “emu stones”, a word used by Aborigines for australities in Western Australia ... (Cleverly, 1995: 173–174).

Environmentalist Vincent Serventy described being shown an australite by an elderly Aboriginal man at the Warburton Aboriginal Mission in 1956. He recalled:

First he looked about very carefully to make sure no children were watching. Then he slightly uncapped his hand and showed me what it contained. ‘Mappan,’ he whispered. I looked suitably impressed as I knew this meant a magic stone, useful for a variety of purposes. It was almost the equivalent of a doctor’s black bag which has a curative value merely by belief. Mappan stones were the same. Sick people thought that a wise man could cure them by using such a stone. ... The stone was a tektite or Australite as they are often called. (Serventy, 1972: 28).

Indigenous australite names that are variously written as mabbin, mappain, mappan, mappin, and moppin are all cognates of the mabari/mabanba terms that are recorded as the ritual objects of healers along the western coast of Western Australia, in the Kimberley and the Western Desert cultural regions (Akerman, pers. comm.; Elkin, 1977; Mountford, 1976). Across these regions, ritual objects such as small decorated pearl shells, quartz crystals and australities were all considered to be maban, and the name also extended to the healer. It is likely that most of these objects were perceived as having originated in the Skyworld or being associated with spirits, such as the Rainbow Serpent, which resided there.

When the archaeologist/anthropologist Scott Cane (2002) worked on a native title claim for the...
ern edge of the West Australian portion of the Great Nullarbor Plain in (about) lat. 29 degrees 10 min., long. 126 degrees 30 min., or on the clay pans, salt lakes, or plains areas further north or east. (Bates, 1924: 11).

Bates found ‘skystones’ in the possession of individuals among Aboriginal groups in south-east Western Australia at Eucla, and in western South Australia at Head of Bight, Fowlers Bay and Ooldea.11 Allowing for differences in spelling orthography, the name she gave for this category of object was the same later recorded by Bolam, as mentioned above. Bates (1924: 11) noted:

Nooloo or nyooloo [nulu] was the only name given to those interesting objects of magic, this term being used throughout the area mentioned. Quantity shaped specimens were always supposed to contain good or evil magic, and were valuable as such, and as objects of special barter between friendly groups.

In the coastal parts of western South Australia and the adjacent part of Western Australia, it was observed that those australites that had a peculiar shape were more likely to be used as ‘magic stones’ and bartered, particularly the “...slightly-curved club-shaped nyooloo ...” (ibid.). A kooroo that Bates purchased from a sorcerer from the ‘Lica Totem group’ was highly polished, caused she believed by years of handling. All australites were believed to have come from the Skyworld and to be still coming down. Bates (ibid.) recorded that Aboriginal people

... not only believed that the obsidianites [australites] came from “the sky,” but they also believed that when a burndilla (meteor) came down from some constellation known to them as the home (heaven) of certain dead groups, many dhalgain (new) nyooloo would be found on the beena (swamp), undiri, or arruga (plain) of such group, even though the “thunder” sound of the meteor as it struck the ground came from “far away” (warn-ma).12

The combination of the cultural and physical properties of the australites were such that they could be used as precision ritual tools. Baker (1959: 190) recorded that:

Occasional larger, plate-like pieces of oval outline, were used in the religious rite of circumcision, and were sometimes used in the operation of sub-incision. One from the Nullarbor Plain bears the aboriginal name of “nyooloo”, but the name is not given.

From their fieldwork at Ooldea on the edge of the Nullarbor Plain with Western Desert people during the early 1940s, the Berndts published an account of how a ‘native doctor’ or kinkin (ma:banbaa or nangaringgu) used a ma:ban object, which was usually a shell disc that he had received when initiated as a healer. They recorded:

Brought before a patient he [the kinkin] assumes a special attitude, scrutinises him and decides on the measure to be taken. The ma:ban (a quartz crystal or australite may be used with equal efficacy) is pressed to the afflicted part of the patient, and it is said that it passes through that part of the body and comes out the other side bringing with it all the badness that was causing the pain. The blood is then sucked out and complete cure is imminent. (Berndt and Berndt, 1943: 56).

The Indigenous use of names for australites that translated to ‘emu-eyes’ appears to have been restricted to groups living in the western and central parts of Australia (Scott and Scott, 1934). In the Western Desert region, it was an Aboriginal belief that australites had some ritual power over emus. Baker (1959: 190) noted that:

Mr. H.R. Balfour of Toorak, Victoria, who made enquiries among the natives of the Woomera region of Central Australia about the reason for their use of the term “emustones,” informs me that these aborigines wrap up australites in balls of emu feathers which are then thrown in the direction of flocks of emus. The particular natural inquisitiveness with which the emu is especially endowed, results in a close approach to these objects for near inspection and extraction of the contained australites. While absorbed in their investigations, the emus are speared by the aborigines.

Basedow was a South Australian who had geological training and as Chief Medical Officer and Chief Protector of Aborigines in the Northern Territory he worked extensively with Aboriginal people across Central Australia. He believed that Aboriginal people and emus were both enlarging the spatial range of australites:

Their universal distribution has, no doubt, been assisted by the agency of the native and the emu (in the form of “gizzard stones”). The natives call obsidian bombs Pandolla and Kaleya korru, the latter meaning “emu eye.” They are collected by the medicine men of the tribes, and applied in the healing of sickness. (Basedow, 1905: 89).13

Among the Western Desert peoples of Central Australia, the australite was the main object used for healing (Mountford, 1976). For contemporary Ngaanyatjarra, Pitjantjatjara and Yan kunytjatjara peoples of the NPY Lands, the word mapanpa means “ngangkari [healer] sacred tools” (K. Peters, pers. comm. 2018; NPY Women’s Council, 2003: 35, 47, 49, 55, 81). A recognised ngangkari, Andy Tjilari, described the mapanpa arriving at special camps where all the healers are gathered. He explained that

They have a lot to talk about, as you can imagine. Meanwhile the mapanpa are hitting
the ground with small explosions, ‘boom, boom, boom’. The \textit{ngangkuri} dash around collecting up the objects: \textit{kanti} are sharp stone blades; \textit{kut} are black shiny round tektites; and \textit{tarka} are slivers of bone. Each \textit{ngangkuri} gathers up the pieces he or she wants. These pieces become the \textit{ngangkari}’s own private property. (A. Tjilari [NPY Women’s Council, 2003: 34]).

The \textit{maban} term appears to relate specifically to ritual power as a property, rather than to a specific object. In the NPY Lands another \textit{ngangkari}, senior man Nakul Dawson, said:

I don’t know how to take a person’s temperature with a thermometer. I only know about \textit{mapapna} or special sacred tools. \textit{Mapapna} can look like small pieces of bone. They are kept in water or inside the hand. They are kept inside the hand and help to locate \textit{punu} or little pieces of wood that get lodged in people’s bodies. (N. Dawson [NPY Women’s Council, 2003: 55]).

In 1940 C.P. Mountford conducted fieldwork among the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara people of Central Australia, who were part of the Western Desert culture, and he found that australite charms were an important part of their material culture. He said that his informant, “Old Tjalerina, the chief actor in the Wild Turkey ceremony, had always wanted to be a medicine-man . . .”, but could not reach his goal because of a severe health issue (Mountford, 1981: 54). Tjalerina claimed that

... he had once been a “little bit doctor,” able to see the night-dwelling spirits (the spirits off the dead)”, but with sickness during the drought had lost this power to “see”. (Mountford, 1976: 565).

Mountford (1981: 54) also recorded that

When he [Tjalerina] had recovered he had given one ‘doctor’ many spears to rejuvenate him, but without success. From another he had purchased an australite (an obsidian button of meteoric origin) which, the second doctor man had assured Tjalerina, would make him an even bigger ‘black-fella doctor’ than before, if he succeeded in pushing the australite into his solar plexus. The poor chap had tried to do that repeatedly, but in vain. In fact Tjalerina said his skin became so tender that he decided the extra power he would have gained was not worth the pain and trouble involved.

Mountford was given the australite spoken of by Tjalerina, which gave him the opportunity to enquire about its significance. The object was said to have “... contained many \textit{kungara kurans} (medicine men’s spirits).” (Mountford, 1976: 563). He wrote that:

I learned from Tjalerina that australites are the special property of their \textit{nungari} [\textit{ngangkuri}]” (medicine-men), just as quartz crystals are the stock-in-trade of the aboriginal doctors of the southern tribes. Those meteoric stones have many functions in the hands of the \textit{nungari}. They will restore his failing powers if inserted into his body, and act as a watchdog over his property when he is absent. They will also tell him the direction of an enemy, and assist him when performing healing rites on his fellow tribesmen. (Mountford, 1981: 55).

Australites were part of a category of ritual objects that were said to be kept inside the body of senior men. Bates (1947: 111) recorded that the \textit{jeemarri}, which were circumcision knives made from hard dark flint, “… come from the stomachs of the old men . . .” and were widely traded. In the case of Tjalerina, he believed that if he had succeeded in inserting the australite \textit{maban} into his body, then

... he would have had a number of \textit{kurans} – his own and those contained in the Australite. He would then have hoped that one dark night his \textit{kurans}, transforming themselves into \textit{marali} [spirit body] . . . would have taken him on many adventures, perhaps even visiting Watask-jarana, the land of the medicine men . . . (Mountford, 1976: 563).

Evidence from Tindale, recorded during a South Australian Museum fieldtrip to the North West of South Australia in 1963, is that large australites in particular were treated as having important ritual functions. He noted that his Aboriginal informant:

Old Charlie offered me a piece of red ochre and produced three australites which he claimed to have found at Mt. Davies. One was an unusually large dumb bell shaped one. In discussions about \textit{ko:ti} or australites after we returned to Mt. Davies I learned that the word \textit{ko:ti} really meant doctor. They were “doctor” stones. White people say they fell from the sky. (Tindale, 1963: 177).

Tindale (ibid.) had another Aboriginal informant on the 1963 trip describe the use of an australite flake for the circumcision and cutting of the tongue rituals. Tongue cutting using a sharp stone was also described by Carl Strehlow among the Western Arrernte for making a ‘Magic Doctor’ (C. Strehlow, 1907 [cited Petri, 2014: 51]). For australites, Tindale (1963: 177) noted in his journal:

Tommy Dodd says that at Charlotte Waters large ones are found; these are split and the flakes used in making young men. In making a “doctor” man a flake of \textit{ko:ti} stone is used to cut the tongue of the Law doctor whose blood is then sucked from the tongue. This practice is said to be general in Pitjandjara [Pitjantjatjara] territory & east to Charlotte Waters.

Tindale recorded Dodd’s knowledge of where australites come from and further details concerning their use in the subincision and making
Doctors’ rituals. He noted that

According to Tommy Dodd “ko:ti really means ‘doctor’ and is applied to australites because they are ‘doctor business’. White people say they fell from the sky. At Charlotte Waters they get big ones and split them to make knives for making young men, especially in whistle cooking [subincision]. In making a doctor man they cut the tongue with a sliver of ko:ti and suck the blood. Similar practices come right through to Mt Davies. (Tindale, 1963: 178).

In 1964 Johnson published the results of a stone tool survey of Aboriginal campsites in the North West of South Australia and he noted that the Pitjantjatjara people referred to australites as koordi (Johnson, 1964: 177), which is a spelling variation of the same word, ko:ti, as recorded by Tindale above. The ‘o’ character as written by Tindale was spoken as an ‘oo’ sound and is often written as ‘uu’ in more recent orthographic systems for the Aboriginal languages of Central Australia (see Monaghan, 2009: 234; Tindale, 1935b: 264). The meaning of kuuti is “... black shiny round tektites of celestial origin.” (NPY Women’s Council, 2003: 11), which is another acceptable spelling variation for the same word.

In 1965 John Greenway was on a fieldtrip to Eucla on the Western Australian side of the Nullarbor Plain with Tindale and Yankunytjatjara (Jangkundjara) man Freddy Windlass. In his account of this trip he recorded the Pitjantjatjara names for australites as mapunpa and ku:ti, although apparently Windlass just called them ‘meteorites’ (Greenway, 1973: 142). These Indigenous terms appear to relate to maban and ko:ti (koordi, ku:ti, kuuti). The reference of maban (mabanba, marpan) to a healer’s ritual object has already been discussed above. In the case of ko:ti (kuuti:), this is possibly a secular term that relates to kuri-kuri, which is recorded as meaning ‘revolting’ in the Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara language (Goddard, 1992: 48). Similarly, in the neighbouring Ngaanyatjara/-Ngaatjarra,- language which is spoken to the west, kuri-kuri means “... rolling over and over, rolling down ...” (Glass and Hackett, 2003: 105). This is a different explanation to Tindale’s claim that ko:ti translates as ‘doctor’.

2.2.4 Northern Central Australia

In 1909 missionary Carl Strehlow produced an Arrernte dictionary for people living in the Macdonnell Ranges in Central Australia, within which was recorded ngankara as ‘zauberdocter, zauberstine’, that translates as ‘medicine man’ and ‘magic stones’ (Strehlow, 1909 [2018: 286]). Although the stones are not described by him, they could have included australites. In 1931 the Adelaide-based zoologist T. Harvey Johnson was on a Board for Anthropological Research expedition to Central Australia when he collected an australite ‘charm’ at Cockatoo Creek, which is near Yuendumu in the Tanami Desert to the northwest of Alice Springs. Here, Edwards described australites as being still in use as charms during the mid-1960s. He noted that

While at Yuendumu Settlement – situated in the north-west of Central Australia – during August 1965, the writer [Edwards] was told of an incident showing the present day persistence of the aboriginal custom of using australites to cure sickness. The informant was an intelligent aboriginal, 20 years of age, who stated that recently when lying sick in his shelter, he was visited by an elderly woman. From a small bag she reverently took out a number of australites, rubbed them with fat and placed them in rows across his chest. During these procedures she chanted aboriginal songs which apparently were an essential part of the treatment. The next morning his condition was much improved. (Edwards, 1966: 243–244).

The morphology of the individual australite was a determining factor in whether or not it was used as a charm. A researcher noted that

Professor [Baldwin] Spencer tells me that he never saw them worn by the natives of Charlotte Waters, where they occur plentifully, and that no notice of them whatever was taken ... (Walcott, 1898: 43).

In spite of this, some decades later Harold L. Sheard collected a set of three australite charms, described as ‘obsidian bombs’, from Charlotte Waters. It is possible that in some areas where australites were relatively common, only the oddly shaped or especially large examples were considered special by local Aboriginal people. For instance, Spencer’s partner Gillen remarked that among the Central Australian australites, “Some stones of special shape are used for magic purposes by natives ....” (F.J. Gillen, 1901 [cited Mulvaney et al., 1997: 313]). He collected a set of ‘obsidianites’ in a ‘nest’ of emu feathers from Kaytetye (Kaitish) people at Hanson River in Central Australia.

In the Warlpiri language spoken by people of the Tanami Desert area northwest of Alice Springs, pirilyi-ngarnu means ‘charcoal-eater’, and it is a general term for either emu or bustard that refers to their habit of swallowing pieces of charcoal for their gizzard stones (M. Laughren, pers. comm.). And in this language, pirilyi-pirilyi refers to the pupil of the eye, which is black, like charcoal (pirilyi). The charcoal-eating habits of emus were also remarked upon by Arrernte people (Roheim, 1974: 169). The Warlpiri perceive a mythological connection between the Emu ancestor and the production of charcoal for making black paint (Anderson and Dussart, 1988). Similarly, the Wagaya people in the Bark-
ly Tablelands of northern Central Australia have a tradition of the Emu and Charcoal Dreaming being associated with a specific black ‘war-paint’ mine (Rankine, 2000: 26). The symbolism of the gizzard, with its hoard of ‘sacred’ stones, is also significant. It is recorded that Warlpiri men regarded the contents of the gizzard removed from an emu or bustard that they had killed as ‘good medicine’ (Rhodes, 2018: 69). The blackness of auraitlies, which are sometimes found in emu and bustard gizzards, makes them symbolically analogous to charcoal.

Among the Djaru of the southern Kimberley and the desert people at Balgo to the immediate south in the Great Sandy Desert, maban refers to magic power and the maban-jarra are literally the people (healers) who possessed this power (R. Graham, pers. comm.). Similarly, among the Mardudjara of Jigalong on the western edge of the Great Sandy Desert, for the mabarn [maban] healers the “… magical stone or shell objects they are said to carry in their stomachs …” are also called mabarn (R. Tonkinson, 1978: 107). At Jigalong it was noted for the mabarn healers that

Apart from the small objects of stone, shell or wood that they are said to keep within their bodies and which are sources of their power, the mabarn have no curing paraphernalia. (M. Tonkinson, 1982: 233).

In the Warlpiri language of northern Central Australia, stones that are psychically put inside someone to make them sick or to kill them are yarda, and maparnpa refers to both the power to detect and extract them from the body and to healers (also karpiri, ngangkari, ngangkayi) who possess the power (M. Laughren, pers. comm.). These definitions of maban (maparnpa) as ritual power are consistent with Western Desert traditions.

2.2.5 Eastern Central Australia

The senior men of the Diamantina River people carried auraitlies known as ooga (‘emu eyes’) as charms, to which they credited the power of night vision (Duncan-Kemp, 1933: 72). In Diyari (Dieri) language spoken in the neighbouring Cooper Creek area auraitlies were known as warukati milki-tandra, meaning ‘emu eyeball’, and were regarded as representative of the murmura (Fry, 1937: 201). To the south the Wadi-kali people at Lake Frome referred to them as mindjinindjilpara, meaning “… eyes that look at you like a man staring hard …” (N.B. Tindale, pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 3, 21; Fenner, 1954: 8]). At Stuart Creek Station near Marree in South Australia, a koonkie (‘tribal witch doctor’) was said to have removed an auraitlie from the breast of a patient, who later died (Mr Canham, pers. comm. [Tate, 1879: Ixxi]). A set of ‘obsidianite charms’ was collected from Albemarle Station in western New South Wales during the late-nineteenth century.22

It is recorded that auraitlies were used ritually in the northeast of South Australia for hunting emus. For instance, in the Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection of the South Australian Museum there are two sets of four ‘emu eyes’ collected by Ted Vogelsang. The first set was collected at Mulka; and the second came from Mungaranie and was described as “… emu eye Muramura [ancestor] stones …” that had been obtained from an elderly Diyari (Dieri) man named Dintibana.23 In the same region, a Diyari man known as Old Piltibunna described the use of ‘obsidian bombs’, or auraitlies, as charms for blinding game during an emu drive (Horne and Aiston, 1924: 135). Aiston claimed that “As a great favour Piltibunna gave me a nest containing three emu eyes, so now I can catch emus whenever I like.” (Horne and Aiston, 1924: 60).

It was recorded that Obsidian bombs were called warroo getti milki (emu eyes), and were supposed to be eyes that the emu had lost when walking about looking for food. These when found were smeared with fat and red ochre and were stored in a net bag full of emu feathers, kept together by being wrapped around with hair rope. (Horne and Aiston, 1924: 135).

By an account from writer Charles Barrett, Aboriginal hunters threw auraitlies that were still contained within a ‘nest’, which probably made their recovery easier. He explained:

... they believe that the small rounded objects, which they carry in a “nest” of feathers, have the power of making emus blind. It is no trouble at all to get emus if only you possess a nest of “emu eyes.” The blacks throw among emus that have come to drink one of the feather nests containing two or three auraitlies. The birds are supposed to become blinded and run into the water. Aborigines have strong faith in the power of “emu eyes” and are reluctant to part with them. (Barrett, 1938: 42).

In the northeast of South Australia region, ‘obsidian bombs’ were also treated as ‘lucky stones’ or ‘charm stones’ (Baker, 1957: 7), and were believed to be the product of lightning, and therefore were called ‘lightning stones’ (Horne and Aiston, 1924: 136). It was perceived that the power from the heavens could be placed in objects here on Earth. Similarly, a newspaper writer claimed that an Aboriginal myth, probably from the Australian east coast, “… states that the gum in the hearts of wattle trees [Acacia species] is made by shooting stars lodging there and breaking into bits.” (Anonymous, 1904). For Aboriginal people on the east coast of Australia, sightings of meteors were associated with fire.
and linked to the waratah (*Telopea speciosissima*), which has a red flower (Haynes, 2009: 11).

### 2.2.6 Southeast Queensland

The australite distribution map drawn by Baker (1957: Figure 1) had the northern limit on the eastern coast side at about 250 kilometres north from where Fenner (1934: Figure 3) had placed it, which was at Kyogle in northeast New South Wales. This means that much of southeast Queensland is now considered to be within the strewn field. However, it is not known whether this area was within the actual distribution zone for australites, as they could have reached the latter region through trade.

It was within southeast Queensland that Reverend John Mathew (1928: 527) recorded the Aboriginal use of

... animated stones ... that are kept in a medicine man’s private dilly [bag], wrapped around carefully with much string, and perhaps moss, that are highly efficacious.

He said that there were three main types: a white quartz pebble which the Kabi Kabi people in the Maryborough district called nganpai; a red stone; and a black ‘obsidianite’. In the case of the black ‘animated stone’, which from its description as an obsidian suggests that it was generally an australite, Mathew (ibid.) said that he had one in his possession which was

... about 1in. to 1 1/8in. [2.54 to 2.76 cms] long, 3/4in. [1.91 cms] wide at widest and 1/2in. [1.27 cms] thick at thickest part, tapering to the ends.

In terms of their use he stated that:

The doctor will apply one of them to a painful spot and remove the cause. They are at the same time deadly in their effects to the uninformed. When not carried, they are hung up on a tree near at hand, and none but the owner will dare handle them. Once when I ventured near to inspect, the camp shouted out in alarm, “Don’t touch, don’t touch.” (ibid.).

The Kabi Kabi called these obsidianite stones mullu (‘black’) and minkom, while people from the neighbouring Gooreng Gooreng (Gurang) at Wide Bay and Wakka Wakka groups in the Murgon district just knew them as minkom (Anon., 1912: 4; J. Mathew, pers. comm. [Dunn, 1912: 14]; Mathew, 1910: 112–113; 1928: 527; Petri, 2014: 78). As with most powerful objects, the animated stones could be used for both healing and sorcery. Mathew said:

A sorcerer was believed to have a number of these stones in his inside. He certainly carried one or more in his dilly-bag. When a man felt an acute, sudden pain, he believed that it was caused by a “mullu” being thrown at him by an enemy. They had a curative, as well as a lethal application; (J. Mathew, pers. comm. [Dunn, 1912: 14]).24

There are other records from southeast Queensland of what appear to have been australites. Winterbotham recorded that ‘native medicine men’ in southeast Queensland obtained black stones known as mingom (minkom) by diving into waterholes associated with the Rainbow Snake (L.P. Winterbotham, pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 6]). During the current author’s fieldwork in the region during 2016–2017, it was found to be part of local Aboriginal oral history that a mingom was a powerful stone that could make rain, and that certain of the waterholes, such as at Ban Ban Springs, were associated with a Rainbow Serpent/Eel (Hawkins and Wein, n.d.: 4–7, 10–11). In the vocabulary of the Wakka Wakka language spoken in southeast Queensland, a linguist listed mingom as “… bad stones in the body (causing disease) …” (Holmer, 1983: 78).

### 2.2.7 Victoria

Australites had similar medicinal uses in Victoria. In southwest Victoria colonist James Dawson (1881: 59) described Indigenous healers making toothache leave the body of their patient with

... a black stone, about the size of a walnut, called karritich. Stones of his kind are found in the old mounds [middens] on the banks of the Mount Emu Creek, near Darlington. The natives believe that when these stones are thrown into the stream at a distance from their residence, they will return to the place where they were found; and as they are considered an infallible remedy for toothache, they are carefully preserved.

In southwest Victoria these same stones were used to give enemies toothaches by throwing them in the direction of their territory, and a tree where many of the stones were found was avoided. Dawson (1881: 59–60) also said that:

Stones of a similar description are found in the sand hills on the sea coast, and are put into a long bag made of rushes, which is fastened round the cheek. The doctor always carries these stones in his wallet, and lends them to sick people without fee or reward.

Dunn noted that “I have been told by the [Lake] Condah natives that these stones are applied by the sorcerer to the human body to remove pain.” (Dunn, 1912: 14). Since the personal effects of a deceased person were often buried with the body, it is possible that australites as charms have also been buried some metres beneath the surface, a fact that needs to be taken into account when determining the likely age and origin of these stones (Baker, 1957). In this region the private collector L.R.
Kurtze made a large collection of australites, which were placed in his own local museum at Portland (Anon., 1932b). There was also reputedly a fine collection in the nearby Warrnambool Museum (Anon., 1909).

Colonist/scholar Edward M. Curr described Aboriginal sorcery practices in the Gippsland region of Victoria, and in particular the use on an object that other researchers later identified as an australite (Dunn, 1912; Petri, 2014). Curr (1887, Volume 3: 547) said:

The mode of proceeding was to obtain possession of something which had belonged to the person whose death was desired, such as some of his hair, or excrement, or food; or to touch him with an egg-shaped piece of stone which was called bulk, and was thought to be possessed of magical powers.

Alfred W. Howitt gave Robert Brough Smyth an example of a bulk object that he had obtained

... from an old man in Gippsland ... [and was] believed by the natives to possess extraordinary powers, and held in great estimation by the sorcerers. (Smyth, 1878, Volume 1: 386).

It was described as 4 inches (10.16 cms) in length and 2.5 inches (6.35 cms) in breadth, and weighed 27.5 ounces (0.78 kg), which Baker (1957) suggested was excessively large and therefore probably was not an australite. It remains, though, that the Indigenous category of bulk would still have included australites.

In 1880 Fison and Howitt published a more detailed account of how the bulk was gained by a Ganai (their Kurnai) man of the Gippsland through the agency of a dream. Howitt claimed that:

A Kurnai [Ganai] told me that, when gathering wild cattle for a settler near the Mitchell River, he dreamed one night that two "Mrnts" ["medicine men"] were standing by his fire. They were about to speak to him, or he to them (I now forget which), when he woke. They had vanished, but on looking at the spot where they had stood he perceived a "Bulk," which he kept and valued much. (Fison and Howitt, 1880: 247).

Howitt then described the ritual uses of the bulk:

Every individual, although doubtful of his own magic powers, has no doubt about the possible powers of any other person. If the individual himself fails, he supposes that he is "not strong enough." There is scarcely a Kurnai [Ganai] of those who are not Christianized who does not carry about with him a bulk – a rounded, generally black, pebble. It is supposed to be of general magic power. For instance, if buried together with the excreta of any person, that person receives the magic "bulk" in his intestines and dies. The touch of it is supposed to be highly injurious to any one but the owner. I have seen girls or women greatly terrified when I have offered to place one of these bulk in their hands. (Fison and Howitt, 1880: 251).

Howitt went on to describe the power contained with the bulk, which they linked to the light of a fire. He claimed that

It is believed that a bulk has the power of motion. For instance, during the writing of this essay, Tankowillun told me that he and Tulburn had, the evening before, seen a bulk, in the shape of a bright spark of fire, cross the roof of a house and disappear on the other side. Also that they ran round to catch it, but it had vanished. (Fison and Howitt, 1980: 251).

In 1887 Howitt published an account of "Australian medicine men", within which he described the use of quartz as well as the bulk:

Of all magical substances the crystal of clear and translucent quartz holds the first rank in the estimation of the Aboriginal aborigines. Yet in the central clans of the Kurnai [Ganai] tribe the black stone called bulk is more regarded, and as far as this particular community is concerned, it is only among the Brataua Kurnai [Bratauolung] and the eastern Krautun Kurnai [Krautungalung], who adjoin the Kulin and Murring tribes respectively, that the quartz crystal is held in dread esteem. (Howitt, 1887: 26).

### 3 AUSTRALITES AND TOOL-MAKING

For Aboriginal people, the glassy properties of australites made them desirable for tool-making (e.g., see Figure 11). In 1894 geologist Walter Howchin showed members of the Royal Society of South Australia an "... obsidian bomb which had been shaped into a cutting instrument by the aboriginals." (Anon., 1894: 7). Then in 1909 he exhibited a large obsidianite from Kangaroo Island and observed that elsewhere "... the aborigines are often found with obsidianites in their possession, which they use as charms and sometimes chip them into the form of scrapers." (Howchin, 1909: 349).28 Mr Johns, a curator at the Warrnambool Museum, reported that in the southwest of Victoria, australites were carried as amulets and were sometimes broken up to form splinters used to barb spears (Archibald [cited Walcott, 1898]). It has been argued that references to 'volcanic glass' being used for making weapons, such as for barbs of the **wurokiigil** spear in southwest Victoria (Dawson, 1881: 87), are actually references to the use of "... either australite glass, or else had been confused with a special type of fragmented tachylite ..." (Baker, 1957: 10). Archaeologist Stanley R. Mitchell (1949: 93) noted that australites... consist of a black glass of complex miner-
al composition, have a conchoidal fracture, and in thin flakes are translucent; they are also known as obsidianites and in their physical characteristics closely resemble obsidian. Occasionally microliths, points and micro-scrapers were made from them by the Australian aborigines.

Tindale (1964–1969) appeared to be unaware of the breadth of evidence for Aboriginal use of australites to make tools, as he believed that no Aboriginal people living prior to his proposed 'Pirrian' and 'Mudukian' cultures could have used australite glass to make implements, putting the earliest date at about 4,000 years B.P. Based on his Devon Downs excavation on the banks of the Murray River in South Australia, Tindale proposed a chronological sequence of Aboriginal culture, with the Pirrian period named after a style of stone point and the Mudukian period taking its name from a type of bone point (Tindale, 1957; 1959; 1968). Tindale (1974: 85) fine-tuned the dating, but later said that

Figure 10: An australite core found by the author at an Aboriginal campsite on Middleback Station, northern Eyre Peninsula, in 1980. Left: Edge-on view. Right: underside, showing flaked edge (P.A. Clarke private collection).

What little obsidian found was from areas where a shower of glassy meteorites had fallen during the past five or six thousand years. The pieces, seldom larger than 2 inches (5 cm.) in diameter and known as australites, were used by the peoples of the Pirrian and the succeeding Mudukian culture phase, who were microlith implement users.

The acceptance of Tindale’s linking of australite use in tool-making with his proposed Pirrian/Mudukian cultures supported the theory that the australite shower occurred sometime in the Holocene, between 5,000 and 2,000 years B.P. (Baker, 1957). In 1964 Tindale had accompanied his geologist colleague at the South Australian Museum, David W. P. Corbett, to Myrtle Springs in the Flinders Ranges of northern South Australia (Tindale, 1961–1965; 1964–1965). Based on the data associated with the 175 australites they obtained, Corbett determined that the fall of the australites had occurred some 4,000 to 5,000 years B.P., although it was said that this was based on “Limited stratigraphic and archaeological evidence ...” (Corbett, 1967: 561). The last-mentioned evidence he relied upon was Tindale’s sequencing of Aboriginal cultures from the Murray River in South Australia (Tindale, 1957), along with the stratigraphic findings of Gill (1965) and Baker (1956; 1960; 1963) from southwest Victoria. Modern archaeology no longer supports the idea of classifying cultures due to supposedly unique elements of their material culture, as Tindale had done above (Mulvaney and Kamminga, 1999). Given the rejection of Tindale’s model, Corbett’s dating of the australite fall is unreliable.

From examples drawn from the collections of several museums, Baker (1957) has provided a detailed description of a wide variety of Aboriginal tools from south-eastern Australia that were made from australites, which I will not repeat in full here. According to him, many of these australites recovered from the field have signs of wear, both through the natural processes of weathering and by other means. Baker (1959: 184) observed that:

A few of the australites could possibly have been abraded and cracked during utilization by large native birds as gizzard-stones, and some show “carry polish” attributed to constant handling by aborigines in the practise of their customs and rites. One or two from the Port Campbell district of Victoria, were accidentally fractured by cart wheels or horses’ hooves, such specimens having been found on old roads last used in 1933. Others from sandy parts of Australia, have been deliberately fractured by aboriginal man in the manufacture of stone weapons and implements ...

Using the South Australian Museum archaeological collections, Edwards (1966) conducted a survey of australite specimens obtained from known Aboriginal campsites in South Australia. From his sample of 443 specimens he found that they were from four distinct categories: 130 complete specimens possibly used as charms (29%); 161 fractured specimens without trimming (36%); 56 trimmed pieces, but still of indefinite shape (13%); and 96 implements that had secondary trimming and were similar to stone microliths (22%). Edwards suggested that the use of australite glass was favoured because of its property of readily breaking with a clear fracture that is distinctly conchoidal. Limiting factors for the use of this material were its lack of structural strength, and its relatively small size in comparison to most other stone sources such as porcellanite, agate and jasper. Edwards (1966: 246) concluded that “Australites obviously held a very minor place as a suitable material for implements, but nevertheless, a number of interesting examples have been found.”

In 1973 archaeologist and anthropologist Kim Akerman obtained a collection of 385 australites that had been offered for sale by a gem dealer in Kalgoorlie (Akerman, 1975). They had been collected from near Rawlinna Siding on the Trans-
Australian Railway line at a site that was probably both a campsite and a tool-making place, and in close proximity to a gnamma hole. The result of Akerman’s analysis of the Rawlinna collection was that all of the 385 items were Aboriginal artefacts: 295 struck flakes (77%), 60 utilised flakes (16%), 17 backed flakes (4%), 12 micro-adzes (3%) and 1 micro-burin (<1%). He compared this with other collections held by the Western Australian School Mines in Kalgoorlie, which were from areas such as northeast of Wiluna in central Western Australia, the vicinity of Kalgoorlie and on both sides of the Trans Australian Railway line (Akerman, 1996: Map 1). There were similar tool types in these additional collections, although it is possible that their numbers for each category may have been the result of selective collecting. In 1973 Akerman documented the finding of a worked australite among other stone tools at Lake Hope west of Norseman in southern Western Australia (see Figure 11).

In summary, Akerman’s study indicates that in certain areas of Western Australia, australites were well suited as a source of material for making small implements. Akerman was involved with the finding of other australites, such as specimen from Jdirr near Balgo in northern Western Australia that had been originally found by Aboriginal man Richard Tax, and passed on to the Western Australian Museum (Megirian and Mason, 1996). Akerman later found artefacts made from australites in the northern Tanami Desert region of the Northern Territory (ibid.).

In the absence of major sources of volcanic glass in Aboriginal Australia, outside the volcanic plains of southwest of Victoria, australites were a source of small flakes that were the sharpest of cutting tools (Cotterell and Kamminga, 1987), albeit with limitations on their use, as outlined by Edwards (1966). The use of australites as tools appears to have had a discontinuous range within the documented strewn field, but it was particularly noted as an aspect of the Aboriginal material culture in southern Australia (Mulvaney and Kamminga, 1999). Edwards observed that:

The main australite implement finds in South Australia extend over a region between the River Murray and the Peterborough-Broken Hill railway line … where good quality stone for implements is practically non-existent and usually obtained by trade. In the Lake Torrens and Lake Eyre regions, abundant supplies of suitable stone are readily available. Australite specimens collected from campsites in such areas are generally intact and untrimmed and were possibly used by the aboriginal in his practice of “magic” … It may
be that the availability of stone for implements influenced the use of australite glass. (Edwards, 1966: 248).

In support of Edwards’ statement about the distribution of australite use there is a collection of thumbnail scrapers made from this material that were recovered from Oakvale Station north of Renmark in South Australia at a campsite that had been used by the Nanya people in the late-nineteenth century. Australite researchers engaged in fieldwork during the early-1970s in Western Australia have largely confirmed Edward’s view about high australite use in areas with poor sources of tool-making stone:

Our own experience confirms this; we found aborigine-worked australites common only on the Nullarbor Plain and on Earraheedy Station, areas where the silicified rocks preferred for implements are totally lacking. (Chalmers et al., 1976: 15).

Australites in the form of flaked cores and flakes have been regularly located at former campsites, which are often near water sources such as soaks, gnamma holes, rock holes, pools and swamps (Akerman, 1975; Cleverly, 1988; 1991; 1994; Cleverly and Cleverly, 1985; Johnson, 1963; 1964; Rowland, 2014). Johnson (1963; 1964) surveyed Aboriginal campsites in the North West of South Australia, and several places where australites were found had Aboriginal names. At least some of the australites he found appear to have been in use shortly after European settlement, as they were contained within a mixture of stone and exotic material at a campsite at Lake Wilson. This was also the case at an Aboriginal campsite on coastal dunes near Wallaroo on Yorke Peninsula in South Australia, where

Australites and australite microliths are found, as well as odd coins, one an 1818 shilling, musket balls and claypipe stems. (Johnson, 1963: 67).

For australites in collections, the dull patina on fractured surfaces provides an indication that they were made by Aboriginal tool-makers, rather than the result of recent collectors testing to see if they were glassy inside (Akerman, 1975). Since only relatively small stone tools can be made from them, there is some misunderstanding of their likely function. Akerman described australites as chiefly blades for Western Desert adzes and as wood engravers. This is supported by the documentation of an australite ‘engraver’ collected by James E. Johnson in 1960 from Pitjantjatjara people at Wingelina in central Western Australia. 

In the Aboriginal collections of the Western Australian Museum there is an australite fragment from Red Hill near Perth in Western Australia that is labelled as a “Chip of australite worked and used as a knife by an aboriginal.” (Baker, 1957: 14). At the National Museum of Victoria, curator Aldo Massola is said to have identified a flaked australite found by Cleverly in the Kalgoorlie area as a ‘circumcision knife’ (Baker, 1957: 14). It is not clear how such an object could be identified as a surface find, which led Akerman (1975: 117) to observe that

Those artifacts made of australite that have been recognised, invariably seem to be classed as circumcision knives, as assumption that reflects more on the romantic nature of the finder than on the possible range of use that the flake may have been subjected to.

Aboriginal use of australites to make tools was regarded as an impediment by geologists who were searching for large complete examples of them in the field (Baker, 1967). For instance, it was stated that

Australites from near Hughes on the Nullarbor Plain include numerous flakes but no large specimens because of destructive use by Aborigines. (Cleverly, 1991: 371).

It was suggested that “… the survival of larger australites may be dependent upon a lack of Aboriginal interest in them as raw materials.” (Cleverly, 1991: 380). There is some evidence to suggest that large australites were highly attractive for making tools. In 1963 on a South Australian Museum fieldtrip, Tindale and his zoologist companion Peter Atiken collected a flaked tool at Malupiti at Mount Davies in the Tomkinson Ranges in north-western South Australia, which had been made from a large australite.

Overall, in spite of Aboriginal tool-makers having a preference for large australites, the amount of their past use for this purpose does not appear to have significantly reduced their numbers in the field. A Western Australian study of the destruction of australites by early Aboriginal people though tool-making concluded that

… from a consideration of the forms of flaked australites, it is estimated that less than 1% of australites have been used destructively by Aborigines. This level of destruction can have no significant effect upon the australite distribution pattern. (Cleverly and Cleverly, 1985: 1).

In addition to the fabrication of stone tools from australites, there is some evidence to suggest that their use as charms may also have resulted in some physical change to them. In 1978 it was reported that on display in the Geological and Mining Museum in Sydney there was a large elongated boat-shaped australite that had been acquired in 1916 from Mr W.T. Brown from Central Australia (Cleverly and Scrymgour, 1978). The label claimed it had been used by Aboriginal people as a ‘medicine stone’, and upon inspection by geologists it was
remarked that

... there is some support for it in the artificial abrasion of the specimen, apparently accomplished by rubbing it back and forth parallel to the length so that slight ridges remain between adjoining facets. (Cleverley and Scrymgour, 1978: 328).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is a major temptation for European scholars to take a celestial or environmental event from a Creation myth narrative, such as the 'black hail' example from MacDougall above, and treat it as a factual account of something that had happened in the past. Tindale (1938) often portrayed myth as memory, for cataclysmic events such as meteorite strikes (Hamacher and Norris, 2009) and volcanic eruptions. For instance, in the case of the latter he proposed that the ancestor's campfires mentioned in the Eagle-hawk and Crow myth narrative of the Mount Gambier area in South Australia were symbolic of the volcanic vents, and that this was a memory passed down through Aboriginal tradition of an actual volcanic eruption, commencing at 4,710 B.P. and with the last minor recurrence being 1,410 years B.P. (Tindale, 1959; 1974). If Tindale was correct, this would mean that the myth had been orally passed down, largely intact, some 188 generations to the present,33 which if so is a remarkable achievement. Superficially this proposal appears to be well meaning by acknowledging that elements of Aboriginal myth are equivalent to historical fact, but unfortunately it does lock Aboriginal tradition into what Europeans have in the past considered to be its 'primitive' form.

Tindale’s approach of treating myth as memory is in line with the highly controversial statement from his contemporary Adelaide-based researcher, the anthropologist and linguist Theodor G.H. Strehlow. In his ethnography, Aranda Traditions, Strehlow (1947: 6) argued that:

It is almost certain that native myths had ceased to be invented many centuries ago. The chants, the legends, and the ceremonies which we record today mark the consummation of the creative efforts of a distant, long-past age. The present-day natives are on the whole merely the painstaking, uninspired preservers of a great and interesting inheritance. They live almost entirely on the traditions of their forefathers. They are in many ways, not so much a primitive as a decadent race.

In contrast to Strehlow's statement above, modern anthropology considers that Aboriginal culture and tradition is, and has always been, changing in response to the shifting social and physical environments (Kolig, 1984; Sutton, 1995). In a review of Aranda Traditions, a senior anthropologist remarked that while Strehlow had produced an important ethnography, he had nonetheless suffered from a lack of understanding of the dynamic quality of Central Australian culture, which even today continues to exert itself forcefully in areas further north where aboriginal culture is still intact... (Davidson, 1950: 85).

My own opinion is that while accepting that the content and structure of myths conveys important information down the generations, as part of a living culture they are constantly being augmented and altered in line with their changing situations (Clarke, 1995; 1996; 2018).

The above example provided by Tindale of the australites being portrayed by desert people as 'black hail' illustrates the point that Indigenous people are able to explain the origin of environmental phenomena that existed long before the arrival of their biological ancestors according to their own world view and with reference to their Creation traditions. In some parts of Australia, quartz crystals were also believed to have come from the Skyworld as 'hail' (Radcliffe-Brown, 1926: 22). In relation to the origin of australites, Tindale believed that they fell no more than 5,000 years B.P.—not the 793,000 years B.P. that scientists have more recently calculated (Lei and Wee, 2000).

The recording of an Aboriginal myth narrative concerning a fall of australites by Tindale demonstrates how easy it would be to assume that the ancestors of modern Aboriginal people witnessed a past geological/celestial event and recorded it in their traditions, particularly when it was assumed to have taken place since their arrival on the Australian continent. In the case of the 'black hail', the ability and creativity of Indigenous people in explaining phenomena in their environment must be acknowledged, without assuming that it was a perspective that could only have been handed down through the millennia. Recent studies have demonstrated that early Aboriginal experience and knowledge of their environment, which scholars today term Indigenous Biocultural Knowledge or Traditional Ecological Knowledge, is dynamic with redundant information quickly replaced with new experiences and knowledge that hunter-gatherers have gained (Cahir et al., 2018).

Stone, both raw and fabricated into tools, was a major element of the trade conducted across Aboriginal Australia and as such had symbolic importance in forming connections between widely separated peoples (Brumm, 2010; McBrayde, 1978; McCarthy, 1939a; 1939b). Trade may explain the presence of australites in areas where they were naturally rare or absent. For instance, in the far north of Western Australia, archaeologist Charles E. Dortch found six australites in pre-European rock shelter occupa-
tion sites within the area that is now largely inundated by Lake Argyle in the Ord Valley (Cleverly and Dortch, 1975). Five of these specimens were flaked artefacts. It was reasoned that their presence was possibly due to late Pleistocene trade with people from the south where australites are more plentiful. Lake Argyle lies on the extreme edge of what is generally considered to be the extent of the australite strewn field (McColl, 2017). In contrast to australites, true meteorites do not appear to have been utilised at all in the Aboriginal material culture (Bevan and Bindon, 1996).

It has been suggested that in Aboriginal Australia charms made from australites were part of the trade cycle (Cleverly, 1976). Edwards (1966: 248) stated that:

The australites in use at Yuendumu in Central Australia were said by the aboriginals to have come from a great distance and were possibly transported by them from the Musgrave Park or Mount Davies-Lake Wilson areas where numerous specimens have been recovered. The dispersal of australites from their original strewn-fields can be attributed to many agencies. There is insufficient evidence to indicate whether their use by the aboriginals had any significant effect on their distribution.

Individuals in possession of australites were capable of taking them long distances, and therefore north of the Kyogle-Derby line (Fenner, 1934) and outside of their natural distribution (McColl, 2017). For instance, it was recorded by australite researchers doing fieldwork in the 1970s that

Some years ago the owner of Marion Downs, a station 35 miles south of Bourail [sic. Boulia] in northwest Queensland (23° 20′, 139° 40′), reported that an aboriginal there had a large round australite core, chipped at the edges; he stated that he had carried it for long distances over many years and obviously treasured it. (Chalmers et al., 1976: 15).

Due to major cultural changes occurring over the millennia within Aboriginal Australia, which are reflected in the archaeology (Lourandos, 1997), it cannot be assumed that Aboriginal use of australites has remained the same throughout time. Therefore, apart from the spatial differences with the Indigenous use of australites as tools, there are possibly temporal aspects to their use. It has been suggested that the use of australites collected on the Nullarbor Plain from about 10,000 B.P. may have been due to an expansion of foraging ranges due to a more benign climate, rather because of a sudden appearance of the material (Smith, 2013).

From the available evidence, it appears that while australites were possibly widely traded across Aboriginal Australia, particularly as charms, it is unlikely that this had occurred in sufficient numbers to have obscured the distribution of the strewn field. The use of australite glass to make artefacts was probably restricted to those areas where they occurred that also had a deficiency of good local stone for making tools. In spite of their usefulness in this regard, australites were not generally classed with ‘rocks’, as were the various cherts that were used for making stone tools. That these small, glassy, emu eye-like objects were not thought of as such, but considered as maban despite their usefulness as scrapers, is significant. Aboriginal people did not see the tekities land, but nevertheless they perceived their presence in the landscape as special. The australites, as a category of object, were utilised for both the magical and the mundane—being too good to give up use as a scraper.

5 NOTES

1. The current name of the National Museum of Victoria is Museum Victoria.
2. The collections included the following, all from South Australia: Barry Lindner from the Yalata area; Mrs W.B. MacDougall from the Mount Davies area; and Bob Verburgt from the Coober Pedy area.
3. In the Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara language ngulu (= nulu ?) means “… warily, cautiously, wanting to avoid something bad happening.” (Goddard, 1992: 88–89).
5. In the Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara language, kuti-kuti (= ko:di ?) means “revolving” (Goddard, 1992: 48). Also, in the Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara language the term tjapu (japu) refers to “small. Especially used of living things that are small because they are young.” (Goddard, 1992: 146–147).
6. Greenway (1973) provided an account of Bob Verburgt’s attempts at getting the Department of Aboriginal Affairs to support the mining of chrysoprase at Mount Davies. In the early 2000s I noticed that chrysoprase was still being intermittently mined near Pipalyatjara in the northwest corner of the Anangu Pitjantjara Yankunytjatjara Lands in South Australia.
7. A27532, received circa 1929 from Mr E.J. McCarthy at Scadden via N.B. Tindale (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection).
8. A1362, early-twentieth century (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection). Other australite ‘charms’ in the Mus-
eum collected by Bates include A1357 and A1363.

9. In Western Desert languages, such as Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara, kuru (kooroo) is “eye” (Goddard, 1992: 46).

10. In the Wirangu language of the West Coast of South Australia, mil (mel) is “eye” (Miller et al., 2010: 57).

11. There is a collection of ten australites (A32509) that D.M. Bates collected at Ooldea, South Australia (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection).


13. In Western Desert languages, such as Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara, kalaya (“Kalaya”) is “emu” and as we have seen (Note 9) kuru (korr) is “eye” (Goddard, 1992: 27, 46). Tindale (pers. comm. [Baker, 1957: 19, 20]) suggested that pandolla could mean “... pertaining to limestone places”, as pandda and parndala mean “limestone”.

14. For a contemporary perspective of the ngangkuri refer to NPY Women’s Council (2003).

15. Note that Mountford has Anglicised the spelling of the Aboriginal names by putting a ‘s’ on the end of the words to denote a plural. The term, marali, means “spirit body” (NPY Women’s Council, 2003: 60).

16. The term ko:ti appears to be a variation of Tindale’s writing of ko:di.


18. A16038, early-twentieth century (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection).

19. A3776, early-twentieth century (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection).

20. The term yarda is possibly a cognatic term to yarda, meaning a ‘magic object’ (Berndt, 1987: 20), in the Ngadju language of the mid-north of South Australia (R. Graham, pers. comm.).

21. In the Diyari (Dieri) language of northeast South Australia the muramura (moomooroo) were the ‘ancestors’ (Horne and Aiston, 1924: 110; Howitt, 1904: 475).

22. A6043, received from L. Hole (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection).

23. A16601, Mulka, Cooper Creek, South Australia, early-twentieth century; A16619, Mungaranie, South Australia, early-twentieth century (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection). Other collections from this region in the Museum from the same period are A14351, ‘obsidian charms’, Cooper Creek, J. Reuther; A21087, comprised of 7 australite ‘charms’ from Uruwalina, 25 miles (40 kms) northeast of Cooper Creek, north-east South Australia, collected by Dr A.M. Morgan.

24. This information was repeated in “Magic Stones. Aboriginal Superstitions.” (Ballarat Star, 28 October 1912, p. 2).

25. Baker (1957) misinterpreted Howchin’s statement to mean that Aboriginal people on Kangaroo Island had used the australites as charms and scrapers.

26. The South Australian Museum examples of Aboriginal implements made from australites cited by Edwards (1966: Figure 1) included the following: 37 implements found by Mr and Mrs K. Treloar on Waierwa Station, South Australia; numerous specimens collected by J.E. Johnson from Yorke Peninsula, South Australia and from the North West of SA (see Hale, 1956; Johnson, 1963, 1964); 81 complete australite implements and 9 fractured pieces found by M. Mudie on Arcoona Station, South Australia; and various australite implements found by Edwards at 11 localities in northeast South Australia. Edwards also inspected private australite collections, that were owned by the following persons: Mr and Mrs R.D.J. Weathersbee; Dr G. Gregory; Brian Sawers, Andrew Bailey and B. O’Connell.

27. According to Akerman (1966), the australite collection had been made in a relatively short time by Mr Norman Irons and his family.

28. A14333-14346, received from F.W. Gilbert, 3 January 1929 (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection). According to Baker (1957) there is collection of australite artefacts from this location obtained from Mr F.A. Cudmore in the Geological Collection of the University of Melbourne.


30. Registered as 49299 (Museum of Victoria).

31. The observation is consistent with my own, having several times during fieldwork heard contemporary Western Desert people refer to small stone flakes found on the ground at Aboriginal sites as probably circumcision knives, referred to as djimeri (= jeemari, Bates, 1947: 111), in spite of the fact that they appeared to be simple microliths.

32. A54805, 17 November 1963 (South Australian Museum Aboriginal Ethnographic Collection). Refer to Tindale (1963: 177–178, 187). From the same broad region, the Museum has A14351, an ‘obsidian charm’ from the waterhole Opparinna in the western Musgrave Ranges, collected by Williams in the early-
twentieth century.
33. The estimated number of generations is based on an average of 25 years of age for each parent. Note that the Eaglehawk and Crow mythology and its tracks extend much further than the Mount Gambier area, and also that knowledge of it appears to have been subjected to movement in the historical period (Clarke, 2016; 2018).
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